This work is concerned with detecting when a closed braid and its axis are`mutually braided' in the sense of Rudolph 7]. It deals with closed braids which are bred links, the simplest case being closed braids which present the unknot. The geometric condition for mutual braiding refers to the existence of a close control on the way i n w h i c h the whole family of bre surfaces meet the family of discs spanning the braid axis. We show how such a braid can be presented naturally as a word in the`band generators' of the braid group discussed by Birman, Ko and Lee 1] in their recent account of the band presentation of the braid groups. In this context we are able to convert the conditions for mutual braiding into the existence of a suitable sequence of band relations and other moves on the braid word, and thus derive a combinatorial method for deciding whether a braid is mutually braided.
Introduction
This is an account of part of the second author's doctoral dissertation 4]. It is an extension of the work of the rst author on exchangeable braids dating from about 1981, reported at the Sussex Low-dimensional Topology meeting of 1982, 3] . Among its antecedents are a problem of Stallings on representing the unknot as a closed braid, and some constructions of bred knots by Goldsmith using closed braids. Subsequent w ork has been done by Rudolph 7] , and by John Salkeld 8] who showed that a braid is exchangeable if and only if 2 closes to a bred link. A more extended account has beenwritten, giving further details of the techniques and their applications to exchangeable braids 5].
Exchangeable braids
The original idea arose from the principle that many features of a braid are bestseenby looking at its closure^ along with its axis A as a link A B with a distinguished unknotted component A, as in gure 1. Exchangeable braids arise naturally when we look at such a link and ask whether it is also possible for B to bethe axis and A the closed braid, in other words whether we can have B unknotted and A =^ braided rel B.
De nition. We s a y that A B is exchangeably braided if A and B are unknotted, B is braided rel A and A is braided rel B.
The examples of gure 1 can beredrawn to see that both are exchangeably braided, as in gure 2. In each of these cases there is even an isotopy of the 2-component link which interchanges A and B, so that the braids and are the same up to conjugacy. 
Bands
The basic question of when a given braid is exchangeable is most readily answered in terms of the elementary n-braids a ij known as embedded bands in 6], which we shall simply call bands in this paper.
De nition. The band a ij = a ji is the braid illustrated in gure 4, in which the strings i and j interchange in the positive sense in front of the other strings. De nition. A Stallings n-braid is a product of n ; 1 bands or their inverses whose closure is connected.
The closure of such a braid is readily seen to be spanned by a disc meeting the axis in n points made up of one disc for each string, joined by n ; 1 half-twisted bands. It is clearly necessary for an exchangeable n-braid to have unknotted closure B =^ , and for B to be spanned by a disc which meets the axis A in n points. The relations themselves can be stated very simply as follows.
For i > j > k we have a ij a jk = a jk a ki = a ki a ij .
The common product of these pairs of bands can be visualised as a positive twist on the strings i j and k through one-third of a full turn. Theorem 1 Every generalised exchangeable braid is conjugate to a product of k bands, such that the resulting banded surface made up from one disc for each braid string joined by k half-twisted bands forms a bre surface for B =^ .
Proof : We may suppose that is an n-braid such that B =^ is bred and whose axis A is braided rel B. Then A meets each bre B ' in n points, with all intersections in the same sense. Concentrate on just one of these bre surfaces B 0 and its intersection with all the discs A which span the axis A, or equivalently look at the function p A jB 0 ; A ! S
1
. We can assume that the intersections are transverse except for nitely many values of where there is either a saddle or a centre. Now B 0 has minimal genus among spanning surfaces of B and all its intersections with A are in the same sense. Hence, following standard arguments as in 6], we can isotop it to eliminate centres. There are then n ; (B 0 ) saddles, each of which lies on a component of A \ B 0 as in gure 6. We may thus assume that any exchangeable braid is, up to conjugacy, a product of bands and that a bre surface for its closure is the resulting banded surface. In the case when B is unknotted this is the result from 3] about Stallings braids.
Corollary 1 There a r e only a nite number of possible exchangeable links A B with unknotted A, and a given genus for B and linking number n.
Proof : The component B can bewritten as the closure of an n-braid with axis A. By the theorem we may a s s u m e that is the product of k bands, where k is determined by the genus of B and the linking number n. There are only nitely many products of k bands. 2
To help decide exactly which products of bands are exchangeable, we must look at the singular foliations induced on every one of the family of bre surfaces 
Mutual braiding and labelled graphics
To simplify further analysis we now impose Rudolph's condition that the two brations form mutually braided open books, 7]. Equivalently we require all the local tangencies between bres of the two families to be saddles, so that the graphic of singular values has no centres, and hence no cusps. Rampichini proves in 4, 5] that, for an exchangeable link with one unknotted component, this condition can beassumed without loss of generality.
De nition. A link A B with unknotted A which satis es Rudolph's condition is called mutually braided.
The graphic of a mutually braided link then consists only of a number of monotone lines, with simple crossings. We can add some simple combinatorial information to the graphic of a mutually braided link to describe the positions of the saddles in each disc A . The boundary of each disc A is the xed curve A which meets every bre B ' in n points. The n points of A where ' = 0 as 1 : : : n dissect A into n half-open segments. Label these 1 : : : n in order around A.
Where A \ B ' contains a single saddle tangency the cross-arc of the saddle joins two points of A lying in di erent segments i and j. Label the corresponding point ( ') of the graphic of singular values with the pair ij. Along any line of the graphic the label remains constant until we reach a point where two lines of saddles cross, or we get to the transition where ' increases through the level ' = 2 to return to ' = 0. At this transition the corresponding arcs of the saddles will move from segments i and j to segments i + 1 and j + 1 .
Before describing the labelling of the graphic at a crossing it is worth visualising the singular foliation of the disc A for xed . A t ypical con guration with n = 4 is shown in gure 8. The general line = constant meets the graphic in n ; 1 points, each labelled by some pair ij. These correspond to the cross arms of n ; 1 saddles, and the labelling tells us in which segments of the circle A their ends lie. They divide the disc A into n regions, each of which c o n tains one point o f B a c h o i c e o f t h i s p o i n t and the rest of the foliation is determined up to isotopy by the saddle arms. As increases the position of the saddles, and the foliation changes, initially by an isotopy i n w h i c h t h e e n d p o i n ts of the positive saddle arms rotate in one direction while those of the negative arms rotate in the other. This evolution is viewed by Rampichini as a sort of cinematic lm, in which the screen is a disc with xed boundary on which is projected the foliation of A with the parameter in the role of a time variable. The main part of the action is the movement of the saddle arms. This is punctuated by isolated instants where two lines of saddles cross in the graphic. In the lm at each such critical time there are two saddles having the same value of ' and thus two singular points in the set A \B ' . These singular points either belong to two disjoint components of A \ B ' , each consisting of simple saddle arms connecting non-interlocking pairs of segments p q and r s say, or the two saddles belongto the same component of A \ B ' which lies in A as shown in gure 9. Nothing very dramatic happens in the lm when disjoint saddle arms are involved they simply interchange levels of the value ', while in the graphic the labels pq and rscontinue through the crossing. Where the two saddles belong to the same component, however, we see the saddle arms in the lm coming together at one end and then reforming with one of the two arms remaining essentially the same and the other changing radically to emerge from the other end of the unchanged saddle arm. The whole process is determined by the`Christmas tree' con guration of the intermediate position as in gure 9. The essential information is the labelling of the three segments i j and k of the end points, and the knowledge of which segment lies at the base of the tree. The labelling of the saddles on the graphic before and after the crossing depends on this combinatorial information. As a summary of the lm itself it is useful to think of simply drawing the sequence of shots at the critical levels, with each Christmas tree truncated to form a`T' and the signs of each saddle indicated so that the direction of its evolution in the lm is known. Rampichini presents such data, with some extension, in what she terms a` lm script', with these shots to dictate the changes of scene. The labelling on the graphic is then quite constrained in its nature at the crossing points. It is easier to describe the exact transitions of labelling at the crossings when we c hange our viewpoint and consider what happens as we c hange '.
For a xed ' the graphic provides a complete list of all the saddles in B ' which arise in the foliation by the intersections with the level discs A , and the labelling shows which of the segments of A are connected by their cross-arms.
The labelling on the graphic, read in order of increasing , determines a word, w ' , as a product of bands, using a ij or its inverse according to the slope of the line on the graphic with label ij.
Theorem 2 The band word w ' determined by a labelled graphic arising from a mutually braided link changes only when two lines of the graphic cross, or when a line on the graphic passes between = 0 and = 2 .
In the rst case w ' changes by the application of a band relation on passing the crossing. In the second case, which occurs exactly n;1 times, either a nal band a ij is transferred to the beginning of the band word w ' , or an initial band a ;1 ij to the end, as ' increases.
Proof : The rst case is shown by examining the possible generic behaviour close to the con guration in gure 9. Full details are given in 4, 5] . The second case is immediate from the monotonicity o f the lines and the fact that there are n ; 1 saddles at = 0 . , labelled by pairs of numbers i j between 1 a n d n, is admissibly labelled if the labelled lines cross one basic circle = 0 i n n ; 1 p o i n ts, the band words w ' read from the graphic following the basic circles ' = constant of the other family satisfy the band relations at every crossing, the indices in the bands all change by 1 a t the reference circle ' = 0 , the n ; 1 labels on the circle = 0 contain no interlocking pairs.
Theorem 3 Every admissibly labelled graphic arises from some exchangeable braid.
Proof : Use the last condition in the de nition to draw a set of saddles in the disc A 0 which correspond with the labelling when = 0. The evolution of the graphic as increases then provides a lm script, which is converted into a lm by lling in suitably the non-singular parts of the foliation at each level. Use of standard models around the singular levels where there are crossings in the graphic, coupled with the monotonicity o f t h e m o vement of the saddle arms with increasing , ensures that the family of surfaces in the solid torus generated in this way are non-singular everywhere, 4, 5].
2 Consequently an admissibly labelled graphic with a given band word at ' = 0 will give rise to a mutually braided bration for the corresponding closed braid.
Rampichini also shows how the graphic for a general exchangeable braid, which includes cusps and lines of centres, can beused to construct an admissibly labelled graphic, and hence deduce that any exchangeable braid is mutually braided 4, 5].
We thus have an algorithm to decide whether a band word w 0 determines a mutually braided (and indeed an exchangeable) braid.
Algorithm. Look for a chain of moves to convert the word w 0 to the same word but with all indices reduced by 1 mod n. The moves must consist of a number of band relations and exactly n ; 1 cyclings in which a positive band is moved from back to front or a negative band from front to back of the word. It can be shown that no repetitions of words between cyclings need occur in an admissibly labelled graphic, so there are only a nite numberof possible chains to consider 4, 5] .
If no chains satisfy these conditions then the braid is not mutually braided. Given a chain satisfying these conditions try to realise it by an admissibly labelled graphic. It may not be possible to do this, bearing in mind that the lines in the graphic, which are determined combinatorially by the chain as ' increases, are required to move strictly monotonically in , and must end at the same level that they begin. If any c hain can be realised then the braid is mutually braided, otherwise again it is not.
As an example we apply this method to the Stallings braid w = a 24 a 23 a 13 mentioned earlier to show that its closure is not exchangeable.
We must consider possible chains of moves which lead to the word w 0 = a 13 a 12 a 24 , and include exactly 3 cyclings. Now no band relations are possible in w so the rst move in any chain must bea cycling, to get a 13 a 24 a 23 . Again no relations are possible, so we must cycle to a 23 a 13 a 24 . Once more there are no relations and we must cycle, returning to w. Since we have used all 3 cyclings there is nothing more we can do as we h a ve not reached w 0 we conclude that the braid is not exchangeable.
In contrast we can nd a chain and an admissibly labelled graphic leading from the word v = a 13 a 23 a 24 to v 0 = a 24 a 12 a 13 , by making use of band relations such as a 23 a 24 = a 24 a 34 .
